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Runes: The Forgotten Path is a first person 3D action adventure, designed to both immerse and
challenge you in a large, detailed open world. Play solo, or invite a friend to journey with you in co-
op. Die, and return to life as a new character, with all your hard earned experience points available
to you. Will you master your new powers, or will you succumb to the darkness? Use tools and items
found in the world to craft your own spells. Each spell will be unique, allowing you to adapt to the
enemies you face. About Stormborn Studio: Since its inception, Stormborn Studio has focused on

bringing exceptional value to their customers by creating games that address a broad spectrum of
genres and satisfying all of their entertainment needs. From traditional console titles and mobile
apps, to innovative social VR and game experiences, their priority has always been to create the
best game possible for their customers, regardless of platform. About Jam City: Launched in late
2014, Jam City’s mission is to enable creators to make great games that connect with their fans.
Through their subscription-based direct-to-consumer publishing platform, creators can make any

game available on as many platforms as they want – games, playables and non-playables alike – and
share their creations with fans worldwide at no upfront cost. To date, Jam City has signed hundreds
of leading indie game developers from around the globe, including the highly successful developers

of Plants vs. Zombies and Tiny Tower. Runes: The Forgotten Path, Virtual Reality Description:
Channeling a mechanic that I’ve been a fan of ever since I first played Arx Fatalis, in Runes you’ll

have to draw the shapes of spells in the air using your hand in order to cast them. Add two friends or
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a mouse and keyboard to the mix and you’ll be able to create a collaborative spell in real time. It all
looks deceptively simple. Runes is for seasoned Virtual Reality (VR) enthusiasts and Arx Fatalis Fans
alike. It’s a VR experience that offers VR novices an entry point into the genre. You and your friends
can create spells in real time together, and fail more gracefully than you might expect. Runes is full

of Depth. To get to the tip of the iceberg, we encourage players to walk up, take down, and look
around. Each spell you play requires you to match your

Features Key:
Use artifacts, that propels in the air while casting spells on the ground to fend off enemy attacks

16 contraptions packed with fury in a package that is easy to hold
Mission mode, Daily mode with 3 levels of difficulty

Record and share your abilities
Hide all tracks and art during missions

Visit an 8-bit retro world
Hidden artifacts and treasure hidden in every level of the game

Earn and spend coins in every mission of the game

How To Be the ONE?

Your mission is to survive the zombie apocalypse and outrun 6 other competitors all on your own. Use magic
to cause havoc, use your might in the battlefield and solve artficial puzzles. If you are confident enough,
challenge the world out and win! Winner takes the all gadgets in the game.
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